
PROJECT REVIEW: Community Planning

CONCEPT AND PRODUCT

All over the world there is increasing demand from
all sides for more local involvement in the planning
and management of the environment. 

But how should it be done? How can local people –
wherever they live – best involve themselves in the
complexities of architecture, planning and urban
design? How can professionals best build on local
knowledge and resources?

Over the past few decades, a wide range of methods
has been pioneered in different countries. They
include new ways of people interacting, new types of
event, new types of organisation, new services and
new support frameworks.  

The Community Planning Handbook – a product of
DFID research –  is the first comprehensive overview
of these new methods. It also shows how methods can
be mixed and matched for a variety of common
development scenarios. The book is aimed at
everyone concerned with the built environment.
Jargon is avoided and material is presented in a
universally applicable, how-to-do-it style. Extensive
glossary, bibliography and contact sections provide
quick access to further information and support. A
feedback section helps readers to provide information
for future editions.

DFID Research Project R7141
Also supported by the Urban Design Group, The Prince’s
Foundation, South Bank University, DETR and ECHO. 

RESEARCH PROCESS

The making of this book has been guided by the
belief that participatory editing and testing of good
practice guidance is one of the most effective ways of
achieving widespread improvement of practice and
knowledge transfer. The process has been:

1 Title and format. Concept established by the
author, designer and supporting organisations. 

2 Publicity. Call for information leaflet (3/98). 
3 Pilot projects, seminars and research. Project

evaluation, seminars organised, desk research. 
4 Sample material published. Ten methods and

four scenarios published in Urban Design
Quarterly, (7/98).  Also on web site.

5 Editing workshops. In London (11/98) and the
Philippines (1/99).

6 Consultation draft. Circulated to over 60
practitioners (1/99). Over 35 responses received.

Feedback at each stage has been invaluable.  The end
result is that a good range of methods and scenarios
are now covered. But there are more that could
beneficially be added. It is therefore hoped that the
process will continue with further editions,
translations and adaptations tailored to specific local
contexts. A web-based version is also planned.

GET YOUR COPY NOW

The book will shortly be available from bookshops or from:

Earthscan Publications, 
120 Pentonville Road, London, N1 9JN, UK
Tel:  +44 (0)20 7278 0433  Fax:  7278 1142
Email: earthinfo@earthscan.co.uk      www.earthscan.co.uk

A limited number of free copies are available for community-
based organisations in developing countries. To apply for one,
or for further information on the project, please contact:
Nick Wates, 7 Tackleway, Hastings TN34 3DE, UK  
Tel: +44 (0)1424 447888  Fax: 441514  
Email: info@wates.demon.co.uk    www.wates.demon.co.uk

The Community Planning Handbook; how people can shape
their cities, towns and villages in any part of the world, Nick
Wates, Earthscan, 2000 (Jan). ISBN 1-85383-654-0.  £14.95.
240 pages. 210x148mm. Colour & illustrations throughout. 

Community centre
Derelict site reuse
Disaster management
Environmental art project
Housing development
Industrial heritage re-use
Inner city regeneration
Local neighbourhood

initiative

METHODS COVERED

SCENARIOS COVERED
New neighbourhood
Planning study
Regeneration infrastructure
Shanty settlement

upgrading
Town centre upgrade
Urban conservation
Village revival
Whole settlement strategy

A new international handbook
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B METHODSMETHODS

Briefing workshop

Briefing workshops are simple, easy-to-organise
working sessions held to establish a project
agenda or brief. Simultaneously they can:
• introduce people to the project;
• help establish the key issues;
• get people involved and motivated;
• identify useful talent and experience;
• identify the next steps needed.
They are useful at the start of a project or action
planning event and can act as a public launch. 

r Potential users of the project are invited to attend a
workshop, usually lasting around 1.5 hours. Similar
workshops may be held with different interest
groups (eg: staff, leaders, young people, etc) or on
different topics (eg: housing, jobs, open space, etc).

r The workshop is facilitated by one or more
individuals who will have planned a format to suit
the context  (+ example right).

r A record is kept of those who attend, the points
made and key issues identified.

r People’s contributions are unattributable unless
agreed otherwise.

. If people find it hard to get started, say “Just write down the first
thing that comes into your head, however big or small.”

. The record should ideally include typing up all Post-it notes and
flip-chart sheets as well as key points from all debate. 

. Follow up by circulating a summary to all participants.

$ Core costs: Facilitator’s fees; venue hire; typing up workshop
notes (allow one person day per workshop). 

Briefing workshop format
Sample covering most contexts. 

1 Introduction
Purpose of event explained by facilitator.
Everyone introduces themselves and
explains briefly their interest. Notetaker
and flipcharter identified. (15 mins)

2 Individual brainstorm
Everyone is given Post-it notes or cards of
3 different colours and asked to write
down their responses, in relation to any
given topic, to 3 questions: 

Each Post-it note should contain only one
response. A limit can be set for the
number of responses per person to make
the total manageable. Symbols can be
used if people are illiterate. (15 mins)

3 Categorising
People divide into three sub-groups. Each
sub-group categorises Post-its of one
colour by arranging them on large sheets
of paper and making headings. Graphics
can be added if helpful. (20 mins)

4 Presenting
Each sub-group explains its findings to the
whole group. (20mins)

5 Discussion
On the results and next stage in the
process. Strategic recommendations and
immediate action identified. (20 mins)

If the workshop is part of a larger action
planning event, a report back will then be
made to a plenary session. 

Running time: 1.5 hours.
Ideal numbers: 9 – 24. With larger
numbers, split up into more subgroups for
categorising or have a facilitating team
doing the categorising (see right).

Briefing workshop props
5 Attendance sheets
5 Banners with workshop title
5 Display material, eg maps, photos, plans
5 Flip-chart (or paper on wall) 
5 Felt-tip markers (or chalk) 
5 Pens or pencils
5 Post-it notes (or small pieces of paper or

card) in three colours
5 Tape (or drawing pins or Blu-tack)

Facilitated categorising
A team of facilitators (who may be volunteers)
read out responses one by one and place them in
categories on wall sheets. An alternative to the
procedure outlined left, useful when there are
large numbers.

+ Method: Design workshop. Scenarios:
Community centre. Housing
development.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Main steps
1 Individual brainstorm on

Post-it notes or cards; 
2 Categorising in small groups

sitting round a table or on
the floor;

3 Presenting the results;
4 General discussion and

planning the next steps.

What is 
wrong?

How 
can it
happen? 

What is 
your 
dream? 
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SCENARIOSS

Residents gradually upgrade their homes and neighbourhood
with assistance from the authorities, technical experts and
support agencies.

Shanty settlement
upgrading

Land development 
People build and adapt homes with whatever
resources are available.

Field workshop +p62
Community profiling and risk assessment +pp42,112
Plan of action created with input from technical
experts, local authorities and support agencies.  

Committee formed 
Residents form a committee and develop contacts
with the authorities, technical experts and
support agencies. 

Project groups created
To deal with specific aspects of the plan,
eg. sewers, roads, water supply, construction
standards. Groups meet regularly and negotiate
with authorities. Community design centre
established +p38.

Microplanning workshops +p78
Plan of action reviewed and revised. Project
groups reorganised as appropriate.

Action plans progressed
Project groups pursue targets agreed at
microplanning workshops.
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Neighbourhood council established
A more formal version of original committee.
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x
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Shanty settlement
upgrading

This scenario applies to the informal settlements
which proliferate around many cities in
developing countries. The residents may be
squatters, tenants or owner-occupiers. 

Often authorities ignore such places, leaving
them to their own devices. Alternatively they
may attempt to have them demolished on the
grounds that they are unsightly, unhealthy or
unlawful.  

In this scenario the authorities support the
residents to upgrade their settlement by
providing technical assistance.  Over the years,
services are installed, roads are improved and
building construction standards raised.  

Eventually such settlements can become almost
indistinguishable from other parts of the city.

+ Methods: Community
design centre.
Community profiling.
Field workshop.
Microplanning
workshop. Risk
assessment.

” Action Planning for
Cities.

b Centre Centre for
Development and
Emergency Practice.
International Institute
for Environment and
Development.

9 Nick Hall. 

FURTHER INFORMATION

Microplanning workshop
Mobile unit
Models
Neighbourhood planning

office
Newspaper supplement
Open house event
Open space workshop
Participatory editing
Photo survey
Planning aid scheme
Planning day
Planning for Real
Planning weekend
Prioritising
Process planning session
Reconnaissance trip
Review session
Risk assessment
Road show
Simulation
Street stall
Table scheme display
Task force
Urban design studio
User group
Video soapbox

Action planning event
Activity week
Architecture centre
Art workshop
Award scheme
Briefing workshop
Choice catalogue
Community design centre
Community planning forum
Community profiling
Design assistance team
Design fest
Design game
Design workshop
Development trust
Diagrams
Electronic map
Elevation montage
Environment shop
Feasibility fund
Field workshop
Future search conference
Gaming
Ideas competition
Interactive display
Local design statement
Mapping

Example of a Methods page Example or a Scenarios page

 


